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The existence of new heavy resonances is predicted in many extension of the  
Standard Model 

ATLAS Collaboration performed several analyses involving dijet final states.  
Today’s talk will cover the latest results obtained using √13 TeV proton-proton collisions:  
  
High mass dijet resonance and angular searches (37 fb-1) 

Trigger-object level analysis (TLA) (3.4 fb-1) 

Dijet + Initial State Radiation (Dijet + ISR) (15.5 fb-1) 

Di-b-jet 
High mass di-b-jet resonance search (13.3 fb-1)  
  
Low mass di-b-jet resonance search (3.2 fb-1) 

~ γ + jet resonance search (36.7 fb-1)

Introduction

2
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Mjj	=	8.12TeV,	Jet1	pt	=	Jet2	pt	=	3.79TeV	

Highest Mass Dijet Event Ever Recorded

4/19/17	 4	

The highest mass dijet event ever 
recorded by the ATLAS detector

New

VV/VH searches in Kalliopi Iordanidou’s talk

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2257101

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2161135

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2206221

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2206175

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2161134

CERN-EP-2017-148 (soon public)

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2257101
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2161135
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2206221
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2206175
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2161134


Motivation and topologies
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Basic idea to search for new physics @LHC 
must couple with quarks/gluons @initial-state 

must couple with quarks/gluons @final-state
Dijet final states

Topologies and models

Motivation
Quarks to quarks, gluons to gluons … 
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W’	Z’	W*	

q*	

Λ	

•  Search for new physics 
      - Created by quarks/gluons ! decay to quarks/gluons
      - 1st place to look: 2 jet final state – dijets  
      - Very large statistics
      - Many theory models predict decay to dijets 

•  Two search methods 
          1) Resonance                          2) Angular

Localized excess over smoothly 
falling background           

Deviations in angular variables 
from prediction           

New particles decaying to dijets           

How?
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Dijet resonances are predicted in plenty of “new physics” models: 
‣ Dark Matter mediator Z’ 
‣ Quantum black holes 
‣ and others: W’, W*, q*, Contact interactions (CI), etc…

Resonance search a.k.a. “bump hunting”

‣ Smoothly falling QCD background 
‣ data-driven estimate 

‣ Signal expected as a resonant peak 
‣ High sensitivity for narrow s-channel 

resonances

Angular search

‣ QCD produced at small polar angles 
‣ MC modelling 

‣ BSM more isotropic 
‣ High sensitivity for very high scale CI

Motivation
Quarks to quarks, gluons to gluons … 
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AAA

Search for dijet resonance

New physics searches in ATLAS - M. Bauce - 15-20/5/17 3

� = e2|y⇤|

y⇤ = (y1 � y2)/2

QCD smoothly falling background
I can be estimated with a functional �t

Signal visible as a resonance peak
Sensitive to narrow s-channel resonances

QCD produced at small polar angles
I modelled using MC simulation

BSM contributions more isotropic
I expected at low � and high mjj

Sensitive to tails of contact interactions
with a very high scale
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High mass dijet - Resonance search
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Searching for localised excesses on a smoothly falling mJJ spectrum
Basic event selection: 
‣ Lowest unprescaled single jet trigger: pT > 380 GeV 
‣ pTj1 (pTj2) > 440 (60) GeV  
‣ two y*  and mJJ selections: 
‣ Resonance: |y*|<0.6 and mJJ > 1.1 TeV 
‣ W* (chiral): |y*|<1.2 and mJJ > 1.7 TeV Resonance selection

AAA

Search for dijet resonance

New physics searches in ATLAS - M. Bauce - 15-20/5/17 3

� = e2|y⇤|

y⇤ = (y1 � y2)/2

QCD smoothly falling background
I can be estimated with a functional �t

Signal visible as a resonance peak
Sensitive to narrow s-channel resonances

QCD produced at small polar angles
I modelled using MC simulation

BSM contributions more isotropic
I expected at low � and high mjj

Sensitive to tails of contact interactions
with a very high scale

Data-driven background estimate using 
empirical fit function
‣ Sliding window fit (SWiFt) 
‣ Parametrisation able to fit simulated QCD 

mJJ spectra
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BumpHunter (BH) to search for excesses: 
‣ largest deviation global p-value: 0.63

rapidity gap

main limitation



High mass dijet - Resonance - SWiFt (in a nutshel)
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New technique to model the QCD background 

Previous analyses used global fit 
‣ Complexity increased for higher 

luminosities

W* (chiral) selection
SWiFt 
‣ fit small portions of the spectrum 

(windows) 
‣ simpler parametrisation is needed for 

the local fits (p4 = 0) 
‣ slide the window across the spectrum 
‣ evaluate fit parameters at window 

center 
‣ stitch the local background fits for the 

full range background evaluation 

Attilio Picazio - UMass

“Dijet” function



High mass dijet - Resonance - Results
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(Unfortunately) no significant excess have been observed 

95% CL upper limits obtained from the mJJ distribution on cross-section times 
acceptance times branching ratio to two jets, σ × A × BR 

W* (chiral)

q* QBH

W’
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High mass dijet - Resonance - Results (2)
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Hypothetical signal with a cross-section σG that 
produces a Gaussian contribution to the particle-

level mJJ distribution

95% CL upper limits obtained from the mJJ distribution on cross-section times 
acceptance times branching ratio to two jets, σ × A × BR 
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High mass dijet - Angular search
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Basic idea

QCD

BSM

‣ QCD flatter, while signal expected to be more prominent at low χ 
‣ High sensitivity for non-resonant new physics (CI) 

Shape analysis  
‣ Data-MC comparison for χ in different 

mJJ bins 
‣ MC: Pythia with mass and angular 

dependent corrections for 
‣ NLO QCD (5-15 %) 
‣ EW contributions (3 %) 

‣ normalised to data in each mass bin

Dominant uncertainties 
‣ Jet Energy Scale and factorisation/

renormalisation scales
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High mass dijet - Angular search - Results
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(Unfortunately) No significant excess observed 
 p-value = 0.06

Ratio σ/σth   of the observed and expected 95% CL upper limits on the cross-section in the contact 
interaction model to the predicted cross-section as a function of the compositeness scale Λ

Constructive interference 
with QCD processes

Destructive interference 
with QCD processes

Attilio Picazio - UMass



Trigger-object Level Analysis (TLA)
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Basic idea: expand dijet analysis at low mJJ avoiding trigger and readout 
bandwidth limitations

Use Data Scouting stream 
‣ stores partial event informations (~ 5 % 

of full event) 
‣ dedicated jet calibration for trigger level 

(TL) jets  

Background estimation 
‣ Data-driven global fit

Event selection

Trigger-object Level Analysis (TLA)

4/19/17	 11	

Resonance Search Results 3.4fb-1 

|y*| < 0.6  

|y*| < 0.3  

•  Low mass dijet analysis (<1TeV) 
       - Challenging region 
       - High event rate, limited by read out bandwidth
       - Use Data Scouting stream
          -> stores partial event information (~5% of full event)
          -> dedicated jet calibration

•  Selection: 

•  Resonance search with BUMPHUNTER 
•  Background from global fit to mjj using:

•  For full 2015+2016 dataset
        - Very high statistics -> SWiFt method useful 

pleading
t psubleading

t |y⇤| |⌘|
> 185 GeV > 85 GeV < 0.6 / 0.3 > 2.8

€ 

f (x) =
p1
x p2

e− p3x− p4 x
2

BumpHunter to search for excess 
‣ observed lowest p-value = 0.19

Trigger-object Level Analysis (TLA)
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Dijet + Initial State Radiation (Dijet + ISR)
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Trigger selection on ISR objects to explore low mJJ region

γ + JJ JJJEvent selection 
‣ jets pT > 25 GeV 
‣ jets |η| < 2.8  
‣ γ+JJ : γ pT > 150 GeV, |y*12| < 0.8, ΔRγ,closest > 0.85 
‣ JJJ : pT,1 > 430 GeV, |y*23| < 0.6

Background estimation 
‣ Data-driven global fit

BumpHunter to search for excess 
‣ observed p-value = 0.67 (γ + JJ) 
‣ observed p-value = 0.6 (JJJ)

γ + JJ JJJ

Attilio Picazio - UMass



Di-b-jet resonance searches
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Increased sensitivity for new resonances coupling with b-quarks 

≥1 b-tag jet 2 b-tag jets2 mJJ ranges 
‣ high mass → mJJ > 1380 GeV 
‣ low mass → mJJ in 570 - 1200 GeV

b-tagging strategies 
‣ high mass → 1 b-tag, 2 b-tag 
‣ low mass → 2 b-tag @ trigger level

Background estimation 
‣ Data-driven global fit

BumpHunter (BH) to search for 
excesses

Exclusion 
‣ b* excluded < 2.3 TeV

Attilio Picazio - UMass



γ + jet resonance search
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Similar analysis strategy to test q* and QBH hypotheses in γ+jet final state

Dominant Background - SM γ+jet   Basic event selection 
‣ trigger: single photon EγT > 140 GeV 
‣Photons: 

‣ EγT > 150 GeV and |ηγ| < 1.37 
‣ pass “tight” photon ID criterion 
‣ isolation EγT,iso = ET,iso - 0.022 EγT < 2.45 GeV 

‣ Jets: 
‣ No pjetT > 30 GeV in ΔR=0.8 from photon 
‣ Leading jet pjetT > 60 GeV  and  |Δηγj| > 1.6 

‣mγj > 500 GeV

Attilio Picazio - UMass

Background

I Irreducible background:

I “Prompt” production:

I Compton scattering of a quark and a
gluon

I quark-antiquark annihilation

I gluon annihilation (not at tree-level)

I “Fragmentation” production (multi-jet
production):

I Fragmentation of the hard-scatter
quarks and gluons

I Photons radiating off a quark

I Reducible background:

I
Fakes: Events without a photon and a
jet (for instance dijet events)

I Significantly reduced by using tight
photon ID and isolation selection

DRAFT

2.2 Backgrounds176

2.2.1 Irreducible background177

Tree-level � + jet events may be produced through either Compton scattering of a quark and a gluon178

or through quark-antiquark annihilation, as shown in Fig. 4. In the LHC’s proton-proton collisions, the179

quark-gluon diagrams account for most of � + jet production at all center-of-mass energies. There is180

no tree-level gluon annihilation process (Fig. 5 shows the leading order Feynman diagram). Production181

through these diagrams, with the photon participating in the hard scatter and back-to-back with the leading182

jet, is called “prompt” production.183

Events with a real high-pT photon and one or more jets can also arise from multi-jet production. This184

category, called “fragmentation” production, consists of dijet or higher-order events with secondary185

photons produced during fragmentation of the hard-scatter quarks and gluons, or photons radiating o�186

a quark. While such photons tend to appear near or inside jets and thus fail isolation criteria, the much187

larger multi-jet cross sections (e.g. the ratio of dijet to � + jet cross sections is order ↵
s

/↵) mean that188

such fragmentation production can be a non-negligible contribution to isolated � + jet signatures. On the189

other hand the contribution from fragmentation photons is rapidly decreasing with E�
T, reaching the few190

% level already above 200 GeV ( see for example Ref. [25] ).191

At next-to-leading order, JETPHOX provides the state-of-the-art calculation of � + jet di�erential cross192

sections and a simple “partonic” event generator for the 2 ! 2 and 2 ! 3 diagrams. It includes both the193

direct and the fragmentation processes, as well as the gg box processes, but it does not shower partons nor194

does it simulate the underlying event. JETPHOX rate predictions for inclusive isolated photon production195

and isolated photon production in association with a jet have been tested against LHC run 1 data and against196

data from other colliders up to 1 TeV in photon pT, where they agree with the data within the uncertainties197

[26–30]. Taking advantage of high statistical sample in a wide range of M� j . the JETPHOX sample is to198

validate the background modeling with a functional-form.199

Besides JETPHOX sample, QCD � + jet samples are generated with S����� [31] at a Leading-Order200

(LO) approximation, full-event generator for the direct photon production. In this case the contribution201

of the real emission of up to three partons is included. Also the S����� predictions have been compared202

with data showing a good description of the shape of the main kinematic quantities [29, 32].203

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: Standard Model � + jet production at tree level.
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Figure 5: Lowest order gg ! � + jet process in the Standard Model.

2.2.2 Reducible background204

Events without a photon and a jet at parton level can also pass the event selection, and are called fakes. By205

far, the dominant process is from dijet events, in which one of the jets fakes the photon selection. The fake206

background is greatly reduced by using stringent quality cuts on the shapes of Electromagnetic showers,207

as known as a tight photon ID, and isolation selection with energy recorded around core energy deposits208

by a particle.209

3 Datasets and Monte Carlo samples210

3.1 Data sample211

In this analysis the dataset collected in the 2015 and 2016 physics runs is used. The prompt single212

photon trigger, HLT_g140_loose, is used for the data-taking, and the total integrated luminosity amounts213

to 36.7 fb�1.214

3.2 Monte Carlo samples215

Excited quarks samples at di�erent invariant masses have been generated with P����� 8.186 [33]. NNPDF216

2.3 [34] parton distribution functions and the A14 tune [35] of the underlying event have been used. The217

generated events are passed through ATLAS detailed detector simulation based on GEANT4 [36] and218

reconstructed with the same software used for data. Details on the excited quarks samples, cross sections219

times branching ratios and total number of simulated events can be found in table 6.220

Samples of QBH decaying into a photon and a parton are generated with the QBH 2.02 generator and221

P����� 8.186 for hadronisation and underlying event. CTQ6L1 PDF set has been used together with the222

standard A14 tuning of the underlying evens. As for the excited quarks samples, events are passed through223

the detailed ATLAS detector simulation. The same reconstruction as in data is used. Details on the QBH224

samples, cross sections times branching ratios and total number of simulated events can be found in Tab.225

7 and 8 for the ADD and RS models, respectively.226

To study the background properties, a large number QCD photon + jet events have been generated using227

S����� 2.1.1 [31] with CT10 PDF set [37]. For these samples up to three real parton emissions are228

included. The samples have been binned in E�
T

to cover the full spectrum relevant for this analysis. In229

each slice three samples are generated depending on the flavor of the jet : b-jet, c-jet and light jet. The230

events have been passed through full detector simulation. More details on the slices, cross sections, filter231

e�ciency and number of generated events can be found in Tab. 9.232
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QCD photon+jet samples:

I SHERPA 2.1.1 (LO with up to 3
partons) + CT10

I JETPHOX v1.3.1 2 (parton level
NLO) + NNPDF 2.3 (heavy private
production)

I Includes an E

�
T

-dependent isolation
cut to emulate the isolation cut used
for reconstructed object in the
analysis

4 / 27
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Figure 5: Lowest order gg ! � + jet process in the Standard Model.
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QCD photon+jet samples:

I SHERPA 2.1.1 (LO with up to 3
partons) + CT10

I JETPHOX v1.3.1 2 (parton level
NLO) + NNPDF 2.3 (heavy private
production)

I Includes an E

�
T

-dependent isolation
cut to emulate the isolation cut used
for reconstructed object in the
analysis
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Background
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I “Prompt” production:

I Compton scattering of a quark and a
gluon

I quark-antiquark annihilation

I gluon annihilation (not at tree-level)

I “Fragmentation” production (multi-jet
production):

I Fragmentation of the hard-scatter
quarks and gluons

I Photons radiating off a quark

I Reducible background:
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Fakes: Events without a photon and a
jet (for instance dijet events)

I Significantly reduced by using tight
photon ID and isolation selection
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Background estimation 
‣ Data-driven global fit 

‣ Systematics on background 
fit from spurious signal 

No significant excess observed 
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Table 2: Requirements on the photon and jet at particle level to define the fiducial region and on the detector-level
quantities for the selection e�ciency.

Particle-level selections for fiducial region

Photon : E

�
T > 150 GeV, |⌘� | < 1.37

Jet : p

jet
T > 60 GeV, |⌘jet | < 4.5

Photon-Jet ⌘ separation : |�⌘� j | < 1.6
No jet with p

jet
T > 30 GeV within �R < 0.8 around the photon

Detector-level selections for selection e�ciency

Tight photon identification
Photon isolation

Jet identification including quality and pile-up rejection cuts

ranges as above for the QBH RS1 (ADD) model and is not highly dependent on the kinematics of assumed262

signal production processes. The "
f

for the q

⇤ model behaves very similarly to that for the RS1 QBH263

model. The reduction in the fiducial selection e�ciency is mainly caused by the ine�ciency of the shower264

shape requirements used in the photon identification for high ET photons. The fiducial acceptance and265

selection e�ciency for the three benchmark signal models are shown in Figure 1 as a function of m

q

⇤ or266

Mth.267
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Figure 1: (a) Fiducial acceptance and (b) selection e�ciency for the three signal models considered in the analysis as
a function of the excited quark mass m

q

⇤ or the QBH threshold mass Mth. The fiducial region definition is detailed
in Table 2. The description of the selection criteria can be found in the text.

5.2 Background modelling268

The m� j distribution of the background is modelled using a functional form. A family of functions, similar269

to the ones used in the previous searches for � + jet [13, 14, 16] and �� resonances [50] as well as dijet270

resonances [17] is considered:271

fbg(x) = N (1 � x)px

Pk
i=0 ai (log x)i , (1)
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form with two (three) degrees of freedom can describe the present data su�ciently well over the entire fit340

range for the QBH (q⇤) signal search, and there is no improvement by adding more degrees of freedom to341

the background fit function.342

Given the obtained fit range, the search is performed for the q

⇤ (RS1 and ADD QBH) signal within the m� j343

range above 1.5 (2.0 and 3.0) TeV, determined based on the width of the expected signal. The estimated344

spurious signal for the selected functional form is converted into a spurious signal cross section (�spur),345

which is included as the uncertainty due to background modelling in the statistical analysis. The spurious346

signal cross section (�spur), the ratio of the spurious signal cross section to its uncertainty (��spur) and to347

the signal cross section (�model) for the three benchmark models under investigation are given in Table 3348

in the di�erent search ranges.349

Table 3: Spurious signal cross section (�spur), the ratio of the spurious signal cross section to its uncertainty (��spur)
and to the signal cross section (�model) for the three benchmark models in the di�erent search ranges. While both
�spur and �spur/��spur decrease with the hypothesised signal mass, the ratio �spur/�model increases with m

q

⇤ or Mth,
reaching up to 15% in the case of excited quarks with m

q

⇤ = 6 TeV.

q

⇤ RS1 QBH ADD QBH

Search Range [TeV] 1.5 - 6.0 2.0 - 6.0 3.0 - 8.0
�spur [fb] 3.9 - 1.1 ⇥ 10�2 4.0 - 6.6 ⇥ 10�4 8.7 ⇥ 10�2 - 5.0 ⇥ 10�5

�spur/ ��spur [%] 37-14 39-8 20-3
�spur/�model [%] 0.16 - 15 1.0 - 7.5 0.0017 - 0.037

A similar test is performed to determine the functional form and fit ranges for the Gaussian-shaped signal350

with a 15% width. The test indicates that the same functional form and fit ranges as those used for the q

⇤351

signal are optimal for the wide-width Gaussian. The same set of functional form and mass ranges is used352

for all the Gaussian signals.353

5.3 Statistical tests354

A profile likelihood ratio test statistic is used to quantify the compatibility between the data and the355

SM background prediction, and to set limits on the presence of possible signal contributions in the m� j356

distribution. The likelihood function L is built from a Poisson probability for the numbers of n observed357

and N expected events in the selected sample:358

L = Pois(n|N (✓)) ⇥ *,
nY

i=1
f (mi

� j, ✓)+- ⇥ G(✓), (2)

where N (✓) is the expected number of candidates, f (mi

� j, ✓) is the value of the probability density function359

of the invariant mass distribution evaluated for each candidate i, ✓ are nuisance parameters and the G(✓)360

term collects the set of constraints for the nuisance parameters associated to the systematic uncertainties361

on the signal yield and it is represented by normal distributions centred at zero and unit variance.362

The pdf of the m� j distribution is given as the normalized sum of the signal and background pdf’s:363

f (mi

� j, ✓) =
1
N

[Nsig(✓yield) fsig(mi

� j ) + Nbg fbg(mi

� j, ✓bkg)], (3)
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This analysis complements the dijet results checking 
independently these models in different decay channels  
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Conclusions

‣ Dijet (and γ+jet) analyses powerful tool to search for new physics @LHC
‣ Wide invariant mass range covered
‣ New SWiFt technique for high statistics data driven QCD backgrounds
‣ No significant excess observed

ATLAS bounds in the coupling-mediator 
mass plane of leptophobic Z’ DM mediator 
from dijet searches using 2015 and 2016 

data.

Attilio Picazio - UMass

more info on DM interpretations in Valerio Ippolito’s talk
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Thanks a lot for your attention
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The ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS) detector is designed to exploit the full 
discovery potential of the LHC accelerator

‣ Inner detector (|η|<2.5): 
‣ Silicon pixels  
‣ Silicon strips (SCT) 
‣ Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT) 
‣ 2 T solenoidal magnetic field 

‣ Calorimeters (|η|<5): 
‣ EM: Pb-LAr 
‣ Hadronic: Iron Scintillator Tiles 
‣ Forward (FCal): 3.2<|η|<5 

‣ Muon Spectrometer (|η|<2.7): 
‣ Trigger chambers:  

‣ Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC)   
‣ Thin Gap Chambers TGC  

‣ Coordinate measurement chambers 
‣ Monitored Drift Tubes (MDT) 
‣ Cathode Strip Chambers (CSC) 

‣ 0.5 T Toroidal magnetic field 

Subdetectors arranged radially 
from the interaction point up to a 

diameter of ~ 25 m

Attilio Picazio - UMass
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The ATLAS calorimetry
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Key idea: measure energy and position of particles through the measurement of their 
deposits in the detector material

‣ EM calorimeter : efficient identification and 
measurement of photons and electrons 

‣ Hadronic calorimeter: maximal coverage 
for precise measurement of jets and 
missing transverse energy

Calorimeter cells (Topo)Clusters

30 Chapter 2: The LHC and the ATLAS Experiment

Electromagnetic Calorimeter

The Electromagnetic Calorimeter (EM) is divided into a barrel |⌘| < 1.475 and an end cap
region (1.375 < |⌘| < 3.2). The measurement in the region 1.375 6 |⌘| < 1.52 is a↵ected by
additional material needed to instrument and cool the inner detector. This region is normally
excluded from analyses that require precise measurement of electrons. EM uses liquid argon
as the active material and lead as absorber, for this reason it is also called LAr calorimeter.
An additional pre-sampler detector, consisting of an active layer of LAr of 1.1 cm thickness, is
installed in front of the cryostat wall. It provides a correction to the energy loss caused by the
material in front of the calorimeter in the |⌘| < 1.8 region.
When a charged particle travels through the calorimeter, it ionises the liquid argon, and the
resulting electrons drift towards the copper electrodes in the read out cells thanks to the presence
of an electric field.

The LAr calorimeter is caracterised by an accordion structure (Fig. 2.11). This design guarantees
complete azimuthal coverage, provides a full � symmetry for traversing particles and allows for
a fast readout. The liquid argon is located in the gaps between the 1024 accordion-shaped
lead absorbers, leading to a drift time of approximately 450 ns whithin a 2 kV electric field.
Parameters such as high voltage, liquid argon temperature and density can influence the drift
velocity and hence the energy measurement. Therefore, they are continuously kept under control
to reduce the fluctuations in the energy measurement.
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Figure 2.11: Sketch of the EM calorimeter structure [24].

The calorimeter sampling is fine and subdivided in three layers, as can be seen in Fig. 2.11:

“group of cells formed around a seed cell”

‣ suppress noise (electronic noice and pile-up)

‣ keep electromagnetic showers in one cluster

‣ separate multiple signals which are close by

‣ work on different subsystems

Attilio Picazio - UMass



Dijet resonance and angular searches exclusion limits
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Category Description Name loose tight

Acceptance |η| < 2.37, with 1.37 < |η| < 1.52 excluded – ! !

Hadronic leakage Ratio of ET in the first sampling layer of the hadronic
calorimeter to ET of the EM cluster (used over the
range |η| < 0.8 or |η| > 1.37)

Rhad1 ! !

Ratio of ET in the hadronic calorimeter to ET of the
EM cluster (used over the range 0.8 < |η| < 1.37)

Rhad ! !

EMMiddle layer Ratio of 3 × 7 η × φ to 7 × 7 cell energies Rη ! !

Lateral width of the shower wη2 ! !

Ratio of 3×3 η × φ to 3×7 cell energies Rφ !

EM Strip layer Shower width calculated from three strips around the
strip with maximum energy deposit

ws 3 !

Total lateral shower width ws tot !

Energy outside the core of the three central strips but
within seven strips divided by energy within the three
central strips

Fside !

Difference between the energy associated with the
second maximum in the strip layer and the energy re-
constructed in the strip with the minimum value found
between the first and second maxima

∆E !

Ratio of the energy difference associated with the
largest and second largest energy deposits to the sum
of these energies

Eratio !

Table 1: Discriminating variables used for loose and tight photon identification.

expected during the 2012 data taking, the criteria on the shower shapes more sensitive to pile-up were
relaxed while the others were tightened.

The discriminating variables that are most sensitive to pile-up are found to be the energy leakage in the
hadronic calorimeter and the shower width in the second sampling layer of the EM calorimeter.

3.3 Photon isolation

The identification efficiencies presented in this article are measured for photon candidates passing an isol-
ation requirement, similar to those applied to reduce hadronic background in cross-section measurements
or searches for exotic processes with photons [1–6, 8, 9, 11, 22]. In the data taken at

√
s = 8 TeV, the

calorimeter isolation transverse energy EisoT [23] is required to be lower than 4 GeV. This quantity is com-
puted from positive-energy three-dimensional topological clusters of calorimeter cells [14] reconstructed
in a cone of size ∆R =

!

(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2 = 0.4 around the photon candidate.

11
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This analysis complements the dijet results checking 
independently these models in different decay channels  


